Success Stories

PBMS Bridges the Gap Between
Legacy and New Technologies with
Solimar® Print/Director
Pitney Bowes Management Services

“The Solimar
Print/Director
enables us to
achieve the same
high quality while
increasing our
production volume
and efficiency.”
Bob Morrison
PBMS

Pitney Bowes Management Services (PBMS) is currently the
fastest growing division of Pitney Bowes, Inc. With over 16,000
employees servicing the needs of 1,300 client locations across
twelve countries in Europe and North America, PBMS has a depth
and breadth of resources that is unmatched by any other
outsourcing company. PBMS' integrated services cover the entire
document management life cycle including document creation,
production, distribution, archiving and retrieval. While the majority
of the PBMS solutions provide services "on-site" at client
locations, these are also complemented by a network of dedicated
off-site Document Solution Centers. The Solimar solution used by
PBMS is located at their Document Solution Center in Hemel
Hempstead, which processes and distributes a variety of
customer communications.
Mentecaptus Limited, an authorized Solimar Systems distributor
in the United Kingdom, interviewed Bob Morrison, Technical
Consultant for PBMS, to discuss the positive impact of the Solimar
Print/Director system and how their production problems will be
minimized.
The Challenge
Outsource organizations such as PBMS are continually
challenged with a wide spectrum of client data types. Receiving
information from an application source, processing the
information, and distributing it to the intended recipient using
disparate systems and data types is not a trivial task. This daily
challenge often impacts PBMS' ability to grow its operation. To
address this challenge, PBMS identified a need to acquire new
tools to eliminate isolated "technology silos" and "operational
islands" that would otherwise slow down operational delivery.
In order for PBMS to meet their growth objectives, they identified
several problem areas that needed to be addressed:
• Eliminate output bottlenecks and application throughput
slowdowns
• Replace old technology that could not increase capacity
when needed
• Create an open IT architecture with increased standardization
• Replace old technology that lacked production-level power
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Business Solution
• Output Management
• Device Connectivity
• Data Stream Conversion

Solimar Products
Solimar Print/Director
- Base system with XIMAGE™
- BUS/TAG Output
- TCP/IP Input and Output
- PCL::Metacode

Benefits
• Created an open IT
architecture with flexible
output options
• Eliminated production
bottlenecks and increase
productivity
• Increased control and
management of output
operations
• Enabled printer load
balancing
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The Solution
Mentecaptus and PBMS discovered that the best solution for the
outsourcing Service Center is the Solimar Print/Director system.
The modular and flexible design of the Print/Director system will
enable PBMS to route the majority of its print output to Digimaster
9110 digital printers, regardless of the application origin or data
stream type. The Print/Director's TCP/IP and BUS/TAG
connectivity modules will help eliminate isolated technology silos
by providing common gateways between host devices and printers.
Legacy Xerox LCDS applications that were originally printed on
Xerox printers via BUS/TAG will be easily transformed to
PostScript and printed using the networked Digimaster devices. By
combining the technology from Solimar with the Digimaster
devices, more printing can be accomplished in less time, allowing
customer applications to be delivered sooner and at a lower cost.
"PBMS is very strict about maintaining the integrity and quality of
output to meet customer standards," says Morrison. "The Solimar
Print/Director enables us to achieve the same high quality while
increasing our production volume and efficiency."
The inherent flexibility of the Print/Director system will enable
PBMS to choose the print platform according to workload or
availability. Print/Director's load balancing functionality will
eliminate throughput bottlenecks and ensure optimum utilization
among all the print equipment. Print/Director will also facilitate the
re-direction of jobs to an alternate printer if one fails unexpectedly
or is unavailable due to scheduled maintenance.

The Results
The PBMS staff is impressed with the Solimar Print/Director and
Digimaster solution. Regardless of the incoming data stream type,
PBMS will process the job for submission to one of three
Digimaster 9110 printers in either PostScript or PCL. "The Solimar
and Digimaster tandem complement each other very well," claims
Morrison. "All existing and new customer applications can be easily
handled without any requirement for host or application changes.
That saves money for both our clients and us." The Solimar
Print/Director will benefit PBMS with increased output
management, while also providing additional flexibility and control
in determining the final output device.
The Print/Director UI will be easy for PBMS to use by simplifying
daily operations, including system administration and support.
PBMS also appreciates Print/Director's centralized management of
Xerox LPS resources. With a variety of applications from multiple
users, LPS resource conflicts and mismatches will be easily
avoided and well managed.
Finally, PBMS is impressed with the level of support they receive
from Mentecaptus in providing training, professional services, and
technical product support.

“The Solimar Print/Director enables us to
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